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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Overwhelmed with big screen TV and home theater audio options? What do you need to build the perfect home theater experience? Home Theater For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to plan a home theater system and choose components that fit your budget and your room.


	Beginning with the most basic information, this guide...
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Programming Google App Engine (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

 As one of today's cloud computing services, Google App Engine does more than provide access to a large system of servers. It also offers you a simple model for building applications that scale automatically to accommodate millions of users. With Programming Google App Engine, you'll get expert practical guidance that will help...
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Programmable Logic Controllers, Fifth EditionNewnes, 2009

	A programmable logic controllers (PLC) is a real-time system optimized for use in severe conditions such as high/low temperatures or an environment with excessive electrical noise. This control technology is designed to have multiple interfaces (I/Os) to connect and control multiple mechatronic devices such as sensors and actuators.
...
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Foundations of Dependable Computing: System ImplementationSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: System  Implementation, explores the system infrastructure needed to  support the various paradigms of Paradigms for Dependable  Applications. Approaches to implementing support mechanisms and to  incorporating additional appropriate levels of fault detection and  fault tolerance at the processor, network, and...
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Contact Mechanics and Friction: Physical Principles and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	This application-oriented book introduces the associations between contact mechanics and friction and with it offers a deeper understanding of tribology. It deals with the associated phenomena of contact, adhesion, capillary forces, friction, lubrication, and wear from one consistent viewpoint. The author goes into (1) methods of rough...
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Koha 3 Library Management SystemPackt Publishing, 2010

	Koha is the first full-featured open source library management system that is widely used for efficiently managing libraries. However, setting up and maintaining Koha is no walk in the park. It is not as straightforward as setting up the other popular LAMP applications.


	This practical guide provides all the essential information...
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Design and Usability of Digital Libraries: Case Studies in the Asia PacificInformation Science Publishing, 2005

	Design and Usability of Digital Libraries: Case Studies in the Asia Pacific showcases some of the best digital library practices from organizations in the Asia Pacific. Particular emphasis has been placed on the design, use and usability of digital libraries. Not only are digital libraries examined, but related technologies, the management of...
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Pro Data Backup and RecoveryApress, 2010

	Pro Data Backup and Recovery has come from the many views of people that I have interacted with during my career as a systems administrator, systems engineer, and consultant. This book is primarily geared toward the systems engineers and architects within an organization, but it will also be useful for the day-to-day functions of systems...
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Pro Java 7 NIO.2 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011

	The recommended entry point to start exploring the NIO.2 API, also known as “JSR 203: More New I/O


	APIs for the Java Platform” (NIO.2), is the new abstract class java.nio.file.Path. This class is a

	milestone of NIO.2, and every application that involves I/O operations will exploit the powerful facilities

	of this...
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Osteoimmunology: Interactions of the Immune and Skeletal SystemsSpringer, 2012

	It has been almost 40 years since it was fi rst observed that cells of the immune system

	could in fl uence the functions of bone [ 1 ] . Since that time, signi fi cant strides have

	been made in our understanding of the interactions between hematopoietic, immune,

	and bone cells. This fi eld is now known as...
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Anatomy and Human Movement: Structure and function with PAGEBURST Access, 6eChurchill Livingstone, 2011

	Printed book plus PageburstT access - you will receive a printed book and access to the complete book content electronically. PageburstT enhances learning by not only bringing world class content to your fingertips but also letting you add to it, annotate it, and categorize it all in a way that suits you. PageburstT frees you to spend more...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2015Packt Publishing, 2015

	Sharpen your skills and increase your productivity when programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015


	About This Book

	
		The most comprehensive Dynamics NAV reference guide for programmers, developers, managers, and consultants
	
		Covers all the elements needed to learn how to do development in NAV...
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